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Abstract: A process for using curvature invariants is applied to evaluate the
accelerating Nata´rio warp drive [1, 2]. Curvature invariants are independent of
coordinate bases and plotting the invariants is free of coordinate mapping distortions.
While previous works focus mainly on the mathematical description of the warp
bubble, plotting curvature invariants provides a novel pathway to investigate the
Nata´rio spacetime and its characteristics [3, 4]. For warp drive spacetimes, there are
four independent curvature invariants the Ricci scalar, r1, r2, and w2. The invariant
plots demonstrate how each curvature invariant evolves over the parameters of
time, acceleration, skin depth and radius of the warp bubble. They show that the
Ricci scalar has the greatest impact of the invariants on the surrounding spacetime.
They also reveal key features of the Nata´rio warp bubble such as a flat harbor in
the center of it, a dynamic wake, and the internal structures of the warp bubble.
Keywords: Warp Drive, Curvature Invariant, General Relativity.
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1 Introduction
In Newtonian mechanics and special relativity, the velocity of any particle is fundamen-
tally constrained by the speed of light, c. No particle can move through spacetime at a
†mailto: Brandon Mattingly@Baylor.edu
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velocity greater than c in any reference frame. However, general relativity allows a global
superluminal velocity while retaining a subluminal local velocity. Alcubierre demonstrated a
solution for the Einstein field equations that allowed a spaceship to make a trip to a distant
star in an arbitrarily short proper time [5]. He proposed a warped spacetime that pairs a
local contraction of spacetime in front of the spaceship with a local expansion of spacetime
behind the ship. While the spaceship remains within its own light cone and never exceeds
c, globally the relative velocity∗ may be much greater than c. Based on this principle, he
named the faster-than-light (FTL) propulsion mechanism a “warp drive.”
FTL travel requires eight general conditions for a spaceship to carry a passenger safely
[6]. First, the rocket equation is not required for travel by way of the warp. Second, the
travel time through the FTL space warp to a distant star may be reduced to less than one
year as seen both by the passengers in the warp and by stationary observers outside the
warp. Third, the proper time as measured by the passengers should not be dilated by any
relativistic effects. Fourth, any tidal-gravity accelerations acting on passengers inside of the
spaceship may be reduced to be less than the acceleration of gravity near the Earth’s surface,
gC. Fifth, the local speed of the spaceship must be less than c. Sixth, the matter of the
spaceship must not couple with any exotic material needed to generate the FTL space warp.
Seventh, the FTL space warp should not generate an event horizon. Finally, the passengers
should not encounter a singularity inside or outside of the FTL warp.
Traversable wormholes and warp drives are two known example spacetimes that satisfy
these eight requirements [1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. While they are mathematical solutions to
Einstein’s equations, building such devices are not achievable in the foreseeable future due
to severe engineering constraints. In [4], the authors used the method of calculating and
plotting curvature invariants to analyze several types of wormholes. In the present work, the
authors will adapt this methodology to analyze the accelerating Nata´rio Warp Drive.
Since Alcubierre, there has been considerable research into FTL warp drives. In [7],
Krasnikov considered a non-tachyonic FTL warp bubble and showed it to be possible math-
ematically. Van Den Broeck in [8] modified Alcubierre’s warp drive to have a microscopic
surface area and a macroscopic volume inside. He showed that the modification allowed a
warp bubble with more reasonable negative energy requirements of a few solar masses to
form the warp bubble and that the geometry has more lenient violation of the null-energy-
conditions (NEC). Later, Nata´rio improved upon Alcubierre’s work by presenting a warp
drive metric such that zero spacetime expansion occurs [1]. Instead of riding a contraction
and expansion of spacetime, the warp drive may be observed to be “sliding” through the
exterior spacetime at a constant global velocity. Finally in [2], Loup expanded Nata´rio’s
work to encompass a global acceleration.
While the mathematics of a warp drive is well developed, mapping the spacetime around
the warp drive remains unexplored until recently. Considering that a ship inside of a warp
bubble is causally disconnected from the exterior [1], computer simulations of the surround-
ing spacetime are critical for the ship to map its journey and steer the warp bubble. In [5],
∗Defined as proper spatial distance divided by proper time.
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Alcubierre uses the York time† to map the volume expansion of a warp drive. He plotted
the York time to show how spacetime warped behind and in front of the spaceship. While
the York time is appropriate when the 3-geometry of the hypersurfaces is flat, it will not
contain all information about the curvature of spacetime in non-flat 3-geometries such as
the accelerating Nata´tio warp drive spacetime. The best way to properly illustrate general
warp drive spacetimes is to derive and plot their independent curvature invariants.
Christoffel proved that scalars constructed from the metric and its derivatives must be
functions of the metric itself, the Riemann tensor, and its covariant derivatives [13]. Cur-
vature invariants are scalar products of Riemann, Ricci or Weyl tensors, or their covariant
derivatives. To visualize curved spacetime phenomena without distortion is to plot only
the curvature invariants – quantities whose value are the same regardless of the choice of
coordinates. Fourteen curvature invariants in p3 ` 1q dimensions have been defined in the
literature, but the total rises to seventeen when certain non-degenerate cases are taken into
account [14]. Carminati and McLenaghan (CM) demonstrated a set of invariants that had
several attractive properties. Their invariant set maintains general independence, requires
each invariant to be of lowest possible degree, and contains a minimal independent set for
any Petrov type and choice of Ricci tensor [15]. For the case of Class B spacetimes, the
syzgies‡ between the invariants further reduces the independent set of invariants to be only
the four specific ones: R, r1, r2 and w2 [16].
Recent research by Overduin et al. [3] computed and plotted a set of independent cur-
vature invariants for the hidden interiors of Kerr-Newman black holes. It produced visually
stunning 3D plots of the surprisingly complex nature of spacetime curvature in Kerr-Newman
black hole interiors. In addition, the calculation of curvature invariants in black holes is a
rich topic of recent study [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. This work motivated the present authors to
undertake a similar study for the Nata´rio warp drive.
2 Method to Compute the Invariants
The CM curvature invariants can be calculated from any given line element. From the
line element, the metric gij is identified with the indices ti, j, k, lu ranging from t0, n ´ 1u,
where n is the number of spacetime dimensions. The accelerating Nata´rio warp drive was
derived using n “ 4 for its dimensions[2]. In spacetime, a complex null tetrad may be
identified from a given line element. In this paper, a null tetrad pli, ki,mi, m¯iq is found for
the accelerating Nata´rio metric. It is emphasized that the scalar invariants are independent
of both the choice of coordinate parameterization and the choice of the null tetrad. A
different choice of coordinates for each spacetime’s tetrad will result in invariants related by
algebriac expressions to the ones plotted in this paper. From the metric, the affine connection
Γijk, Riemann tensor R
i
jkl, Ricci tensor Rij, Ricci scalar R, trace free Ricci tensor Sij and
†The York time is defined as Θ “ vsc x´xsrs dfdrs .‡Syzgies are polynomial relationships between individual elements in a set of invariants [14, 16]. An
invariant is considered to be independent if it cannot be written in terms of other members of the set that
are of equal or lower degree. A set of invariants is independent if each element of the set is an independent
invariant. The syzgies of a set of invariants may be determined algorithmically.
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Weyl tensor Cijkl are calculated. The Newman-Penrose (NP) curvature components may be
computed from the null tetrad, the trace-free Ricci tensor, and the Weyl tensor [22]. The
thirteen different CM invariants are defined in [15]. Only four of these invariants are required
by the syzgies for Class B spacetimes: the Ricci scalar (1), the first two Ricci invariants (2)
(3), and the real component of the Weyl invariant J (4) [16]. In terms of the NP curvature
coordinates, the CM invariants are:
R “ gabRab, (1)
r1 “ 1
4
Sa
bSb
a
“ 2Φ20Φ02 ` 2Φ22Φ00 ´ 4Φ12Φ10 ´ 4Φ21Φ01 ` 4Φ112,
(2)
r2 “ ´1
8
Sa
bSc
aSb
c
“ 6Φ02Φ21Φ10 ´ 6Φ11Φ02Φ20 ` 6Φ01Φ12Φ20 ´ 6Φ12Φ00Φ21 ´ 6Φ22Φ01Φ10 ` 6Φ22Φ11Φ00,
(3)
w2 “ ´1
8
C¯abcdC¯
abef C¯cdef
“ 6Ψ4Ψ0Ψ2 ´ 6Ψ23 ´ 6Ψ12Ψ4 ´ 6Ψ32Ψ0 ` 12Ψ2Ψ1Ψ3. (4)
3 Warp Drive Spacetimes
Alcubierre and Nata´rio developed warp drive theory using p3 ` 1q dimensional ADM
formalism. Spacetime is decomposed into space-like hypersurfaces parametrized by the value
of an arbitrary time coordinate dx0 [23, 24]. Two nearby hypersurfaces, x0 “ constant and
x0 ` dx0 “ constant, are separated by a proper time dτ “ Npxα, x0qdx0. The ADM four-
metric is
gij “
ˆ ´N2 ´NαNβgαβ Nβ
Nα gαβ
˙
, (5)
where N is the lapse function, Nα is the shift vector between hypersurfaces, and gαβ is the
3-metric of the hypersurfaces. A warp drive is defined as a globally hyperbolic spacetime
pM, gq, where M “ R4 and g is given by the line element
ds2 “ ´dt2 `
ÿ
i“1
3pdxi ´X idtq2, (6)
for three unspecified bounded smooth functions pX iq “ pX, Y, Zq in Cartesian coordinates
[1, 5]. The functions form a vector field given by X “ X i BBxi “ X BBx ` Y BBy ` Z BBz . X is a
time-dependent vector field in Euclidean 3-space. Class B1 spacetimes include all spherical,
planar and hyperbolic spacetimes [16]. Since the general warp drive spacetime is globally
hyperbolic, any specific choice of X i will be a class B1 spacetime, and the complete set of
curvature invariants will be Eqs. (1) through (4).
Nata´rio considered a specific choice of N and Nα such that a net expansion/contraction
of the surrounding spacetime is not necessary at all [1]. Instead, a volume-preserving warp
drive ”slides” the warp bubble region through space where the space in front of it is expanded
and balanced by an opposite contraction of the space behind it. Originally, Nata´rio only
considered the warp bubble to slide at a constant superluminal velocity. Later, six line
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elements for the Nata´rio spacetime metric with a constant acceleration were derived [2]. The
specific equation for the Nata´rio warp drive line element in the parallel covariant p3 ` 1q
dimensional ADM is
ds2 “ `1´2Xt`pXtq2´pXrsq2´pXθq2˘dt2`2`Xrsdrs`Xθrsdθ˘dt´drs2´rs2dθ2´rs2 sin2 θdφ2.
(7)
which is in the spherical coordinates, for which 0 ď rs ă 8; 0 ď θ ď pi; 0 ď ϕ ď 2pi,
´8 ă t ă 8, and a is the constant acceleration. The covariant shift vector components are
given by
Xt “ 2nprsqars cos θ, (8)
Xrs “ 2r2nprsq2 ` rsn1prsqsat cos θ, (9)
Xθ “ ´2nprsqatr2nprsq ` rsn1prsqsrs2 sin θ. (10)
The Nata´rio warp drive continuous shape function is
nprsq “ 1
2
«
1´ 1
2
´
1´ tanhrσprs ´ ρqs
¯ff
. (11)
where σ is the skin depth of the warp bubble, and ρ is the radius of the warp bubble.
Appendix A derives the comoving null tetrad for Eq. (7). It is
li “ 1?
2
¨˚
˚˝1´Xt `Xrs´1
0
0
‹˛‹‚, ki “ 1?2
¨˚
˚˝1´Xt ´Xrs1
0
0
‹˛‹‚,
(12)
mi “ 1?
2
¨˚
˚˝ Xθ0´r
ir sin θ
‹˛‹‚, m¯i “ 1?2
¨˚
˚˝ Xθ0´r
´ir sin θ
‹˛‹‚.
The comoving null tetrad describes light rays traveling parallel to the warp bubble. The four
CM invariants in Eqs. (1) through (4) may be derived from Eqs. (7) and (12).
4 Invariants for the Accelerating Nata´rio Warp Drive
The computations and plots for the four CM invariants in Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and (4)
from the accelerating Nata´rio warp drive are found by Mathematica R© and presented herein.
As a consequence of the choice of null tetrad (12), the plots are centered parallel to a
spaceship’s flight. They represent the view from the spaceship’s bridge. The free parameters
in the accelerating Nata´rio warp drive are a, ρ, σ, and t in Equations (8) through (11). To
see the effect of the free parameters on the surrounding curvature invariants, each one was
varied individually while maintaining all other parameters at constant values. Through this
procedure, 684 plots were rendered for each invariant and are provided in the supplementary
files. For the remainder of the paper, a sample of these plots will be shared and inspected
to see the effect of each parameter on the curvature invariants.
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4.1 Invariant Plots while Varying the Time
Figs. B1 in Appendix B shows how the Ricci scalar evolves from t “ 0 s to t “ 100 s,
while setting ρ “ 100 m, σ “ 50000 m´1, and a “ 1.0 m s´2. The figures provide rich details
of the features in and around the warp bubble. Each plot has a safe harbor within ρ ď 100
m where the invariant’s magnitude is zero and the curvature is flat. This observation is
consistent with a spaceship traveling at a velocity less than c in the interior of the harbor
and experiencing only flat space throughout the entire time evolution. A symmetrical wake
lies on both sides of the harbor and is characterized by large positive or negative magnitudes
of the invariant. The warp bubble travels perpendicular to the wake from left to right in
the plots. Its motion is driven by the constant curvature outside the harbor in the Ricci
scalar. Initially, the curvature invariant has a small positive value in front of the harbor
and a small negative value behind it as can be seen in Fig. B1a. Afterwards, a constant
negative curvature lies in front and behind of the harbor and wake. While the form of the
Ricci scalar’s plots quickly reaches a constant shape, the Ricci scalar’s magnitude increases
as time advances.
Choosing the same values for ρ, σ, and a as the Ricci scalar and varying the time,
Figs. B2 in Appendix B show the time evolution for the r1 invariant. It has many similar
features to the Ricci scalar. It contains the safe harbor, a wake running perpendicular to the
direction of motion, and its magnitude increases as time advances. The first difference is its
positive magnitude and lack of internal structure in the wakes. The wake increases subtly
in angular size as time increases. Finally, the space has no curvature in front and behind of
the harbor and wake.
The invariant r2 shares the same basic properties of the Ricci scalar and r1: the safe
harbor, a wake, is asymptotically flat away from the bubble, and a linear increase with time.
It is similar in shape to r1, but it increases in magnitude more drastically and has the same
internal structure as the Ricci scalar.
The invariant w2 has the same features as that of the Ricci scalar, r1, and r2: the safe
harbor, a wake, and an increase in magnitude as time advances. Outside of the harbor and
wake, it is asymptotically flat like the invariants r1 and r2. The invariant’s wake contains
a small amount of internal structure at lower time values, but as time reaches 100 s, the
internal structures begins to form crenulations. As time continues to evolve, the crenula-
tions travel out parallel to the length of the wake from the center of warp bubble. It can
be speculated that this would cause an erratic flight path of the bubble as the crenulations’
ripple outwards. It can also be speculated that the interior structure of the Ricci scalar and
invariant r2’s wake would exhibit similar behavior at higher time values.
The shape of each invariant agrees with Nata´rio’s description of the warp bubble sliding
through spacetime. The positive and negative curvature from the wake will transport a ship
in the harbor. The Ricci scalar has the greatest impact on the spacetime outside of the
harbor and wake due to the constant curvature in this area. Each invariant’s magnitude
experiences an increase as time advances. The invariant w2 has the greatest impact on the
wake as its magnitude increases the most as time advances. The wake’s shape also shows
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that there is internal structure to the warp bubble. Theoretically, the crenulations exhibited
in the invariant w2 would make navigation challenging. But, they can be avoided by acceler-
ating the warp drive for only short periods. The increase suggests an engineering constraint
on a maximum achievable global velocity.
4.2 Invariant Plots while Varying the Acceleration
Varying the acceleration of the invariants speeds up or slows down the time evolution in
the previous section. Setting ρ “ 100 m, σ “ 50000 m´1, and t “ 1.0 s, Figs. B5 in Appendix
B show the variation of the acceleration of the Ricci scalar. The first plot of a “ 0 m s´2
is consistent with the lapse function being zero for any given time period. The distance
between hypersurfaces will be constant. The space will be flat and no warp bubble will
form as is shown. The second plot corresponds to a time slice between Figs. B1a and B1b.
Similarly, the third plot is identical to Fig. B1c, and the fourth plot corresponds to a time slice
after Fig. B1d. It can be concluded that modifying the acceleration parameter corresponds
with modifying the rate of change of the hypersurfaces. Additionally, our analysis of the
invariant’s shape and properties in Subsection 4.1 holds for the acceleration plots.
The plots of the invariants r1, r2 and w2 follow a similar process as the Ricci scalar. They
are plotted in Figs. B5 in Appendix B. When a “ 0, their plots are identical to Fig. B5a.
Then, they can be seen as additional time slices between the plots shown in Figs. B2a and
B2b for r1 and B3c and B3d for r2. Some additional features are present in the plots. The
invariants do warp themselves much more significantly and non-symmetricly than their coun-
terparts for the Ricci scalar, as can be seen in Fig. B7c.
4.3 Invariant Plots while Varying the Skin Depth of the Warp
Bubble
Varying the skin depth of the warp bubble, σ, does not noticeably affect the invariant
plots. Figs. B9 in Appendix B presents the plots for each of the four invariants while doubling
the skin depth and setting ρ “ 100, 000 m´1, t “ 1.0 s, and a “ 1.0 ms´2. The shape of the
invariant does not change in the figures after doubling. In the Nata´rio line element, the skin
depth occurs in tanhσprs ´ ρq of (11). σ moderates the rate at which the top hat function
converges to be 0 outside the warp radius and 1 along the depth of warp’s edge near ρ. For
the relatively high values of σ plotted, the top hat function must approach 1, and the overall
depth of the warp bubble must be very small. If σ was plotted on the order of 1 m´1, a
greater effect on the invariants would be observed than what is shown with the attached plots.
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4.4 Invariant Plots while Varying the Radius of the Warp Bubble
Varying the radius of the warp bubble, ρ, increases the size of the safe harbor inside
each of the invariants. Setting ρ “ 100 m, t “ 1.0 s, and a “ 1.0 m s´2, the plots for the
invariants result in Figs. B10 in Appendix B. In the figures for each invariant, the radial
coordinate doubles in radial size without affecting the shape of the plots. The safe harbor
of ρ ď 100 m in the left hand column also doubles in size to ρ ď 200 m. The only other
pertinent feature is in the internal structure of w2. The structures are reduced implying that
they cluster near the center.
5 Conclusion
This paper demonstrates how computing and plotting curvature invariants for various
parameters of warp drive spacetimes can reveal their underlying features. While the individ-
ual functions are colossal in size and take a long time to calculate, their plots can be quickly
scanned and understood. The plots give the magnitude of curvature at each point around
the ship. Where the plots’ magnitudes are large, space is greatly warped and vice versa.
Additionally, the rate at which spacetime is being folded may be approximated by observing
the changes in slopes on the plots. This information can be used to map the spacetime
around the ship and potentially aid in navigation.
In this research, the accelerating Nata´rio warp drive metric was plotted for different
choices of the parameters t, a, ρ, σ. In all plots of the listed parameters, the constant fea-
tures include a safe harbor and a wake running perpendicular to the warp bubble’s direction
of motion. The wake will carry the spaceship along as Nata´rio predicted. The Ricci scalar
revealed constant curvature outside of the harbor and wake. The other invariants had asymp-
totically flat space outside of the harbor and wake. As a consequence, the Ricci Scalar will
have the greatest impact of the invariants on the spacetime outside of the harbor and wake.
By varying time, the plot of each invariant experiences a sudden jump from positive cur-
vature in the direction of motion to negative curvature. As time progresses, the shape of
the R, r1, and r2 invariants remains constant, but the magnitude of the invariants increases.
Also, the angular arc widens slightly for the invariants r1 and r2 as time increases. After 100
s, the invariant w2 begins to exhibit crenulations in the interior of the wake. Because the
greatest invariant magnitudes occur for the invariant w2, it must have the greatest impact
on the wake and the internal structures. By varying the acceleration, the invariant plots
skip through the time slices and the internal structures become more prominent. Changing
the skin depth did not change either the shape or magnitude of the invariant plots. As
expected, doubling the radius also doubled the size of the safe harbor in the invariants plots
without affecting the shape of the warp bubble. The invariant plots give a rich and detailed
understanding of the warp bubble’s curvature.
Computing and plotting the invariant functions have significant advantages for the in-
spection of warp drives and their potential navigation. As mentioned previously, plotting
the invariants has the advantage that they are free from coordinate mapping distortions,
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divergences, discontinuities or other artifacts of the chosen coordinates. Once the plots of
the invariant functions reveal the location of any artifacts, their position can be related
mathematically to the standard tensors, and their effect on an objects motion can then be
analyzed. The invariant plots properly illustrate the entire underlying spacetime indepen-
dent of a chosen coordinate system. A second advantage is the relative ease with which
the invariants can be plotted. Software packages exist or can be developed to calculate the
standard tensors. The aforementioned tensors lead to a chosen basis of invariants. While the
CM invariants were chosen in this paper, other sets of invariants exist, such as the Cartan
invariants and the Witten and Petrov invariants [21, 25]. It is an open problem to inspect
the curvature of the warp drive spacetimes in these invariant sets. It is expected that the
main features identified in this paper will also hold in these different bases.
In addition to inspecting different invariant bases, further work can be done in mapping
warp drive spacetimes. The work in this paper can be further expanded to greater time slices
for each invariant. Potentially, crenulations like the ones observed for w2 also exist within
the internal structures observed in the wakes of the other invariants. As the crenulations
ripple, navigating the warp drive will be increasingly difficult. To minimize the effect of the
crenulations, the warp drive should be periodically turned on and off as it accelerates. It can
be speculated that the increase in the magnitude of the curvature as time advances estab-
lishes a relationship between the magnitude of the acceleration and the amount of energy
required to accelerate the warp bubble to arbitrarily high velocities. Since the acceleration
skips through the warp drive’s time slices, greater values of the acceleration will reach high
magnitudes of each invariant and curvature more quickly. This relationship suggests that a
realistic warp drive would only be able to accelerate to some finite velocity that is poten-
tially greater than c, and it is evidence for a less restrictive superluminal censorship theorem
than previously considered in [26]. Instead, it is in accordance with the constraint that the
net total energy stored in the warp bubble must be less than the total rest energy of the
spaceship itself [27]. In addition, the crenulations imply that high frequency gravitational
waves would be produced by an accelerating warp drive. Potentially, these waves could be
detected by an extremely sensitive detector. A detector like the one proposed by [28] would
be suitable. Finally, the technique of plotting the invariants can be applied to other warp
drive spacetimes such as Alcubierre, Krasnikov, Van Den Broeck, and Nata´rio at a constant
velocity .
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A Null Vectors of the Nata´rio Metric
A null tetrad contains two real null vectors, k and l, and two complex conjugate null
vectors, m and m¯ that satisfy the following algebraic relationships [22]:
ea “ pl,k,m, m¯q, (13)
gab “ 2mpam¯bq ´ 2kpalbq “
¨˚
˚˝0 1 0 01 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´1
0 0 ´1 0
‹˛‹‚. (14)
Given an orthonormal tetrad, Ea, it can be related to a complex null tetrad Equation (13)
by:
la “ 1?
2
pE1 ` E2q, ka “ 1?
2
pE1 ´ E2q,
ma “ 1?
2
pE3 ` iE4q, m¯a “ 1?
2
pE3 ´ iE4q. (15)
The line element in Equation (7) has an orthonormal tetrad:
E1 “
`
1´Xt 0 0 0
˘
, E2 “
`
Xrs ´ 1 0 0
˘
,
E3 “
`
Xθ 0 ´ r 0
˘
, E4 “
`
0 0 0 r sin θ
˘
. (16)
Using Mathematica R©, (14) and (16) satisfy the relationship
gab “ Ea ¨ Eb. (17)
By applying Eqs. (15) to (16), the null vectors in Eq. (12) result.
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B Invariant Plots
(a) t “ 0.0 s (b) t “ 1.0 s
(c) t “ 10.0 s (d) t “ 100.0 s
Figure B1: The time, t, of the Ricci Scalar R is plotted in the figures above. The other
parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and a “ 1.0 m s´2. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The portion of small negative curvature to the right of the
harbor is to the front of the warp bubble, and the portion to the left of the harbor is the
back of the warp bubble.
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(a) r1 and t “ 0.0 s (b) r1 and t “ 1 s
(c) r1 and t “ 10 s (d) r1 and t “ 100 s
Figure B2: The time, t, of the invariant r1 is plotted in the figures above. The other
parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and a “ 1.0 m s´2. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) r2 and t “ 0.0 s (b) r2 and t “ 1 s
(c) r2 and t “ 10 s (d) r2 and t “ 100 s
Figure B3: The time, t, of the invariant r2 is plotted in the figures above. The other
parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and a “ 1.0 m s´2. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) w2 and t “ 0 s (b) w2 and t “ 1.0 s
(c) w2 and t “ 10.0 s (d) w2 and t “ 100.0 s
(e) w2 and t “ 200.0 s (f) w2 and t “ 300.0 s
Figure B4: The time, t, of the invariant w2 is plotted in the figures above. The other
parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and a “ 1.0 m s´2. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) a “ 0.0 m s´2 (b) a “ 0.1 m s´2
(c) a “ 1.0 m s´2 (d) t “ 10.0 m s´2
Figure B5: The acceleration, a, of the Ricci Scalar R is plotted in the figures above. The
other parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and t “ 1 s. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The portion of small negative curvature to the right of the
harbor is to the front of the warp bubble, and the portion to the left of the harbor is the
back of the warp bubble.
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(a) r1 and a “ 0.1 m s´2 (b) r1 and a “ 1.0 m s´2
(c) r1 and a “ 10.0 m s´2
Figure B6: The acceleration, a, of the invariant r1 is plotted in the figures above. The
other parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and t “ 1 s. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) r2 and a “ 0.1 m s´2 (b) r2 and a “ 1.0 m s´2
(c) r2 and a “ 10.0 m s´2
Figure B7: The acceleration, a, of the invariant r2 is plotted in the figures above. The
other parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and t “ 1 s. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) w2 and a “ 0.1 m s´2 (b) w2 and a “ 1.0 m s´2
(c) w2 and a “ 10.0 m s´2
Figure B8: The acceleration, a, of the invariant w2 is plotted in the figures above. The
other parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, ρ “ 100 m, and t “ 1 s. The plots
were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by rotating the
function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being flat is represented
by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the vertical axis. The
x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from a spaceship in
the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the plot corresponds to a
distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right of the harbor is to the
front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the harbor is the back of
the warp bubble.
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(a) Ricci scalar with σ “ 50, 000m´1 (b) Ricci scalar with σ “ 100, 000m´1
(c) The invariant r1 with σ “ 50, 000m´1
(d) The invariant r1 with σ “ 100, 000m´1
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(e) The invariant r2 with σ “ 50, 000m´1 (f) The invariant r2 with σ “ 100, 000m´1
(g) The invariant w2 with σ “ 50, 000m´1 (h) The invariant w2 with σ “ 100, 000m´1
Figure B9: The warp bubble skin depth, σ, of the invariants R, r1, r2, and w2 are plotted in
the figures above. The other parameters were set to be ρ “ 100 m, a “ 1.0 m s´2, and t “ 1
s. The plots were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by
rotating the function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being
flat is represented by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the
vertical axis. The x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from
a spaceship in the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the left hand
column corresponds to a distance of approximately 33 m. The constant portion to the right
of the harbor is to the front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left of the
harbor is the back of the warp bubble.
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(a) Ricci scalar with ρ “ 100 m (b) Ricci scalar with ρ “ 200 m
(c) The invariant r1 with ρ “ 100 m (d) The invariant r1 with ρ “ 200 m
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(e) The invariant r2 with ρ “ 100 m (f) The invariant r2 with ρ “ 200 m
(g) The invariant w2 with ρ “ 100 m (h) The invariant w2 with ρ “ 200m
Figure B10: The warp bubble radius, ρ, of the invariants R, r1, r2, and w2 are plotted in the
figures above. The other parameters were set to be σ “ 50, 000 m´1, a “ 1.0 m s´2, and t “ 1
s. The plots were rendered using Mathematica’s R© RevolutionPlot3D. It plots a function by
rotating the function around the z-axis. The amount that the space diverges from being
flat is represented by the invariant function’s magnitude, and its amount is labeled on the
vertical axis. The x and y-axis are displayed on the plots, and they display the distance from
a spaceship in the flat portion at the center of each figure. Each radial line in the left hand
column corresponds to a distance of approximately 33 m and each radial line in the right
hand column corresponds to a distance of approximately 67 m. The constant portion to the
right of the harbor is to the front of the warp bubble, and the constant portion to the left
of the harbor is the back of the warp bubble.
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